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PRESS RELEASE

DYNAMIC LIGHT AND SHADOW 
WITH THE RIBBON LAMPSHADE FROM UMAGE

With its soft translucent strips interwoven into a delicate organic 
shape, the Ribbon lampshade is a sculptural object that sends a 
warm glow of light into the space. Ribbon’s careful construction 
of curves and folds gives the lampshade a dynamic mix of light 
and shadow on its surface. 

The lampshade’s shape and the combination of bright and darker 
shades changes depending on where you see it in the room, 
offering multiple viewing experiences.  Ribbon’s light is subtle 
and cosy on the outside and bright and intense on the inside. 
This makes Ribbon ideal as both a decorative and functional 
lampshade. Even when switched off Ribbon adds a vibrant and 
iconic shape to the interior.

Use Ribbon as a centrepiece in the living room or hang one or 
two lampshades over the dining table or kitchen island. With its 
combination of different light shades Ribbon also works well in 
hotels, restaurants and relaxed reception areas. 

Lorenzo Radaelli, Designer: “Some lampshades are just so 
beautiful that you feel compelled to make them. My aim 
was to create a lampshade with a dynamic volume in three-
dimensional space. I was inspired by the Mobius strip, which is 
a two-dimensional tape sewn on itself seamlessly. I developed 
this idea into the outer wings of the lampshade to enrich the 

volume of lights and shadows and to create a dynamic and 
unforgettable knot of light. I think Ribbon is very decorative and 
also has a slightly retro character making it particularly suitable 
for interiors with softer furniture and bolder colours.”

PRODUCT FACTS

Name Ribbon lampshade

Designer Lorenzo Radaelli, 2018

Material Polypropylene, POM

Size Medium Ø: 28 x H: 49.5 cm
Mini Ø: 19 x H: 33 cm

Colours White


